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Abstract: Integral inequalities play critical roles in measure theory and probability theory. Given recent
profound discoveries in the field of fuzzy set theory, fuzzy inequality has become a hot research topic
in recent years. For classical Sandor type inequality, this paper intends to extend the Sugeno integral.
Based on the (s,m)-convex function in the second sense, a new Sandor type inequality is proposed for
the Sugeno integral. Examples are given to verify the conclusion of this paper.
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1. Introduction

Fuzzy sets are an important measurement tool for processing uncertain information. Fuzzy
measurements and fuzzy integrals, which were originally introduced by Sugeno in 1974 [1],
are important analytical methods of measuring uncertain information [2–4]. The Sugeno integral
has been applied to many fields, such as management decision-making and control engineering [5–9].
Because of the special integral operator of the Sugeno integral, it is limited in many practical problems.
To overcome this shortcoming, many scholars have replaced the Sugeno integral in large or small
operations with new operators, and they have proposed various types of fuzzy integrals, such as
the Shilkret integral [10], the bipolar level Choquet integral [11], the level-dependent Sugeno
integral [12], etc. In recent years, some famous integral inequalities have been generalized to fuzzy
integrals (cf. [13–16]). The study of inequalities for the Sugeno integral, which was initiated by
Roman-Flores et al. [17], is the most popular.

The convexity method, i.e., establishing inequalities for convex functions, is one of the most
powerful tools in establishing analytic inequalities. Particularly, there are many important applications
in the study of higher transcendental functions [18]. Convex functions have become the theoretical basis
and a powerful tool in game theory, mathematical programming theory, economics, etc. Some famous
convex functions have been put forward, and in recent years they have been used to establish
integral inequalities. For example, Gill et al. [19] extended Hadamard’s Inequality on the basis
of r-convex functions. Sarikaya and Kiris [20] established interesting and important inequalities
based on Hermite-Hadamard type inequality for the s-convex in the second sense. Muddassar and
Bhatti [21] established generalizations of Hadamard type inequalities through differentiability for the
s-convex function. Micherda and Rajba [22] introduced a new class of (k,h)-convex functions defined
on k-convex domains, and they proved new inequalities of Hermite-Hadamard and Fejér types for
such mappings.

Sandor type inequality is an important integral inequality for convex functions. Most extended
Sensor type inequalities are established on the basis of definite integrals, but the research based on fuzzy
integral is still scarce [23–27]. Sándor [23] first introduced Sandor type inequality for definite integrals
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with respect to convex functions. Caballero and Sadarangani [25] extended Sandor type inequality
for the Sugeno integral with convex functions. Based on other kinds of convex functions, for the
Sugeno integral, other Sandor type inequalities have also been established. For example, Li et al. [24]
derived Sandor type inequalities for the Sugeno integral with respect to general (α,m,r)-convex
functions, Yang et al. [26] derived Sandor type inequality for the Sugeno integral with respect to (α,m)
convex functions, and Lu et al. [27] obtained Sandor type inequality for the Sugeno integral with
respect to r-convex functions. We find that various kind convex functions have different Sensor type
inequalities. Studies of Sendor type inequalities can give good estimates of the Sugeno integral under
various convex functions. (s,m)-Convex functions in the second sense are important convex functions,
and an ordinary convex function is a special case [28]. Many authors have been interested in achieving
inequality for this function under definite integrals (see [29–32]). In this paper, we will extend
the Sandor type inequality for (s,m)-convex functions in the second sense for the Sugeno integral.
Some examples are given to illustrate the results. The organization of this article is as follows: Section 2
will recall the definitions and properties of the Sugeno integral and of the convex function. Section 3
will establish some new Sandor type inequalities for (s,m)-convex functions in the second sense based
on the Sugeno integral. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, some definitions and properties of the Sugeno integral and (s,m)-convex function
in the second sense are presented. In this article, we always denote by R the set of real numbers. Let X
be anon-empty set and let R+ = [0, ∞), Σ be a σ− algebra of subsets of X.

Definition 1. In reference [33], a mapping µ : Σ→ R+ is a non-negative set function, and it is called a
non-additive measure if it satisfies the following properties:

(1) µ(Φ) = 0.
(2) A, B ∈ Σ and A ⊂ B imply µ(A) ≤ µ(B).

(3) For any n ≥ 1, An ∈ Σ and A1 ⊂ A2 ⊂ · · · , imply µ(
∞
∪

n=1
An) = lim

n→∞
µ(An).

(4) For any n ≥ 1, An ∈ Σ, A1 ⊃ A2 ⊃ · · · and µ(A1) < +∞, imply µ(
∞
∩

n=1
An) = lim

n→∞
µ(An).

Remark 1. The triple (X, Σ, µ) is called a fuzzy measure space. If f : X → R+ is a non-negative real-valued
function, for any α ≥ 0, denote Fα = {x|x ∈ X, f (x) ≥ α} = { f ≥ α}, then it is easily shown that if α ≤ β,
then Fβ ⊂ Fα.

Definition 2. In references [1,33], let (X, Σ, µ) be a fuzzy measure space, let f : X → R+ be a non-negative
measurable function, and A ∈ Σ; thus, the Sugeno integral (or the fuzzy integral) of f on set A is defined as

(S)
∫

A
f dµ = ∨

α≥0
[α ∧ µ(A ∩ Fα)] (1)

When A = X,

(S)
∫

X
f dµ = ∨

α≥0
[α ∧ µ(Fα)] (2)

Here ∨ and ∧ denote the operations sup and inf on R+ = [0, ∞), respectively.

Proposition 1. In reference [33], let (X, Σ, µ) be a fuzzy measure space, A, B ∈ Σ, and let f , g be non-negative
measurable functions defined on X. Thus,

(1) (S)
∫

A f dµ ≤ µ(A);

(2) For any constant k ∈ R+, then (S)
∫

A kdµ ≤ k ∧ µ(A);
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(3) If f ≤ g on the set A, then (S)
∫

A f dµ ≤ (S)
∫

A gdµ;

(4) If A, B ∈ Σ and A ⊂ B, then (S)
∫

A f dµ ≤ (S)
∫

B f dµ;

(5) If µ(A ∩ { f ≥ α}) ≥ α, then (S)
∫

A f dµ ≥ α;

(6) If µ(A ∩ { f ≥ α}) ≤ α, then (S)
∫

A f dµ ≤ α;

(7) (S)
∫

A f dµ < α⇔ There exists γ < α, s.t.µ(A ∩ { f ≥ γ}) < α;

(8) (S)
∫

A f dµ > α⇔ There exists γ > α, s.t.µ(A ∩ { f ≥ γ}) > α;

(9) µ(A) < +∞, then (S)
∫

A f dµ ≥ α⇔ µ(A ∩ { f ≥ α}) ≥ α.

Remark 2. Let F(α) = µ(A ∩ { f ≥ α}), then F(α) is the distribution associated to f on A. According to (5)
and (6) of Proposition 1, we have

F(α) = α⇒ (S)
∫

A
f dµ = α (3)

Thus, from a numerical point of view, the Sugeno integral canbe calculated as the solution of the
equation F(α) = α.

Definition 3. In reference [28], let (s, m) ∈ (0, 1]2 be a pair of real numbers. A function f : I ⊆ R+ → R
is said to be (s,m)-convex in the second sense if

f (λx + m(1− λ)y) ≤ λs f (x) + m(1− λ)s f (y) (4)

holds for all (x, y) ∈ I and λ ∈ [0, 1].

Remark 3. Some interesting and important inequalities for (s,m)-convex functions in the second sense functions
can be found in [28–32]. Note that, if (s,m) = (1,1), then one obtains the definition of an ordinary convex function.
If (s,m) = (s,1), then one obtains the definition of an s-convex function in the second sense. Denote by K2

s,m the
set of all (s,m)-convex functions in the second sense.

Lemma 1. Let x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, then the inequality

(x + y)θ ≤ xθ + yθ (5)

holds for θ ∈ (0, 1].

Proof. Obviously, Inequality (5) is true when θ = 1.
When θ ∈ (0, 1), we let

f (t) = 1 + tθ − (1 + t)θ , for t ≥ 0 (6)

The derivative of f (t) is

f ′(t) = θtθ−1 − θ(1 + t)θ−1, t ≥ 0 (7)

Since θ ∈ (0, 1), θ − 1 < 0; therefore, f ′(t) ≥ 0, t ≥ 0. Thus, f (t) is an increasing function, and we
have f (t) ≥ f (0) = 0, for all t ≥ 0. That is,

(1 + t)θ ≤ 1 + tθ , for t ≥ 0 (8)

Obviously, if y = 0, then Inequality (5) is true. If y > 0, let t = x
y in (8); thus, we have

(1 +
x
y
)

θ
≤ 1 + (

x
y
)

θ
, for x ≥ 0.
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Thus, (x + y)θ ≤ xθ + yθ . This completes the proof.

Remark 4. According to Lemma 1, we can easily prove that f (x) = axθ is a (s,1)-convex function in the second
sense (K2

s,1) for a > 0, θ ∈ (0, 1] and s ∈ [0, θ].

Lemma 2. Let x ∈ [0, 1], then the inequality

(1− x)s ≤ 21−s − xs (9)

holds for s ∈ (0, 1].

Proof. Let f (x) = xs + (1− x)s for x, s ∈ [0, 1]. Obviously, f (x) is increasing on the interval [0,1/2]
and decreasing on the interval [1/2,1]. Thus, f (x) ≤ f (1/2) = 21−s, for all x ∈ [0, 1]. This completes
the proof.

3. Sandor Type Inequalities for the Sugeno Integral Based on the(s,m)-Convex in the
Second Sense

Sandor Type inequality, established by Sandor in [23], provides estimates of the mean value of a
nonnegative and convex function f : [a, b]→ R with the following inequality:

1
b− a

∫ b

a
f 2(x)dx ≤ 1

3
[ f 2(a) + f (a) f (b) + f 2(b)] (10)

Unfortunately, the following example shows that the Sandor type inequality for the Sugeno
integral based on (s,m)-convex functions in the second senseis not valid.

Example 1. Consider X = [0, 1] and let µ be the Lebesgue measure on X. If we take the function f (x) = x,
then, by Remark 3, we know that f (x) ∈ K2

s,m. Calculate the Sugeno integral (S)
∫ 1

0 f 2dµ as Remark 2, and we
obtain the following:

(S)
∫ 1

0
f 2dµ =

3−
√

5
2

≈ 0.382.

On the other hand,
1
3
[ f 2(0) + f (0) f (1) + f 2(1)] ≈ 0.3333.

This proves that the Sandor type inequality is not satisfied for the Sugeno integral based on
(s,m)-convex functions in the second sense.

In this section, we will establish new Sandor type inequalities for the Sugeno integral based on
(s,m)-convex functions in the second sense.

Theorem 1. Let (s, m) ∈ (0, 1]2 and f : [a, b]→ [0, ∞) is a (s,m)-convex function in the second sense,
such that f (b) > m f (a), and let µ be the Lebesgue measure on R. Thus,

(S)
∫ b

a
f 2dµ ≤ min{β, b− a} (11)

where β is the positive real solution of the equation

(b−ma)

1−
(√

β−m21−s f (a)
f (b)−m f (a)

)1/s
 = β (12)
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Proof. As f (x) ∈ K2
s,m for x ∈ [a, b], we have

f (x) = f (m · (1− x−ma
b−ma )a + ( x−ma

b−ma )b)

≤ m(1− x−ma
b−ma )

s f (a) + ( x−ma
b−ma )

s f (b)
(13)

According to Lemma 2, we have

(1− x− a
b− a

)
s
≤ 21−s − (

x− a
b− a

)
s

(14)

Thus,

f (x) ≤ m21−s f (a) + (
x−ma
b−ma

)
s
( f (b)−m f (a)) = g(x) (15)

By (15) and the non-negative assumption of function f (x), we have f 2(x) ≤ g2(x) for all x ∈ [a, b].
Thus, by (3) of Proposition 1 and Definition 2, we have

(S)
∫ b

a
f 2(x)dµ ≤ (S)

∫ b

a
g2(x)dµ = ∨

β≥0
[β ∧ µ([a, b] ∩ {g2 ≥ β})] (16)

In order to calculate the integral (S)
∫ b

a g2(x)dµ, we consider the distribution function F associated
to g2(x) on [a,b] which is given by

F(β) = µ([a, b] ∩
{

g2 ≥ β
}
).

That is,

F(β) = µ([a, b] ∩ {x|m21−s f (a) + (
x−ma
b−ma

)
s
( f (b)−m f (a)) ≥

√
β}).

When f (b) > m f (a), then

F(β) = µ([a, b] ∩ {x|x ≥ ma + (b−ma)
(√

β−m21−s f (a)
f (b)−m f (a)

)1/s
})

= (b−ma)

[
1−

(√
β−m21−s f (a)
f (b)−m f (a)

)1/s
] .

Let F(β) = β. Thus,

(b−ma)

1−
(√

β−m21−s f (a)
f (b)−m f (a)

)1/s
 = β (17)

A straightforward calculus gives us that the positive real solution of the above equation is equal
to (S)

∫ b
a g2(x)dµ.

By (1) of Proposition 1 and (16), we obtain

(S)
∫ b

a
f 2(x)dµ ≤ (S)

∫ b

a
g2(x)dµ = min{β, b− a}.

This completes the proof.
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Remark 5. Let s = 1, m = 1, (s, m) ∈ (0, 1]2 and f : [a, b]→ [0, ∞) is a convex function, such that
f (b) > f (a). Let µ be the Lebesgue measure on R. Thus, one obtains the following:

(S)
∫ b

a
f 2dµ ≤ min{β, b− a} (18)

where β is the positive real solution of the equation

(b− a)

(
1−

√
β− f (a)

f (b)− f (a)

)
= β (19)

Equation (19) can be solved as

β =
(2A f (b) + A2)−

√
4A3 f (b) + A4

2
(20)

where A = (b− a)/( f (b)− f (a)). This result is one of the main results of Caballero and Sadarangani [25].

Theorem 2. Let (s, m) ∈ (0, 1]2 and f : [a, b]→ [0, ∞) is an(s,m)-convex function in the second sense,
such that f (b) < m f (a). Let µ be the Lebesgue measure on R. Thus,

(S)
∫ b

a
f 2dµ ≤ min{β, b− a} (21)

where β is the positive real solution of the equation

(b−ma)

(√
β−m21−s f (a)
f (b)−m f (a)

)1/s

= β (22)

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we consider the function,

g(x) = m21−s f (a) + (
x−ma
b−ma

)
s
( f (b)−m f (a)) (23)

In this case, the distribution function F is associated to g2(x) on [a,b], which is given by

F(β) = µ([a, b] ∩
{

g2 ≥ β
}
).

That is,

F(β) = µ([a, b] ∩
{

g2 ≥ β
}
)

= µ([a, b] ∩ {x|m21−s f (a) + ( x−ma
b−ma )

s
( f (b)−m f (a)) ≥

√
β})

(24)

When f (b) < m f (a),

F(β) = µ([a, b] ∩ {x|x ≤ ma + (b−ma)
(√

β−m21−s f (a)
f (b)−m f (a)

)1/s
})

= (b−ma)
(√

β−m21−s f (a)
f (b)−m f (a)

)1/s
(25)

Let F(β) = β. Thus,

(b−ma)

(√
β−m21−s f (a)
f (b)−m f (a)

)1/s

= β (26)
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By (1) of Proposition 1 and (16), we obtain

(S)
∫ b

a
f 2(x)dµ ≤ (S)

∫ b

a
g2(x)dµ = min{β, b− a} (27)

This completes the proof.

Remark 6. Let s = 1, m = 1, and (s, m) ∈ (0, 1]2, and f : [a, b]→ [0, ∞) is a convex function, such that
f (b) < f (a). Let µ be the Lebesgue measure on R. Thus, one obtains the following

(S)
∫ b

a
f 2dµ ≤ min{β, b− a} (28)

where β is the positive real solution of the equation

(b− a)

( √
β− f (a)

f (b)− f (a)

)
= β (29)

Equation (29) can be written as

b− a +
b− a

f (b)− f (a)

(√
β− f (b)

)
= β (30)

Thus, the positive solution of Equation (30) is

β =
2[(b− a)− A f (b)] + A2 −

√
4A2(b− a− A f (b)) + A4

2
(31)

where A = (b− a)/( f (b)− f (a)). This result is another main result of Caballero and Sadarangani [25].

Remark 7. For the case f (b) = m f (a), we have g(x) = m21−s f (a) according to Equation (15). Thus, by (2)
of Proposition 1,

(S)
∫ b

a
f 2(x)dµ ≤ (S)

∫ b

a
g2(x)dµ = min

{
m21−s f (a), b− a

}
(32)

Moreover, for convex function f (x), i.e., s = m = 1, we have (S)
∫ b

a f 2(x)dµ ≤ min{ f (a), b− a},
which is in agreement with Caballero and Sadarangani [25].

Example 2. Let µ be the Lebesgue measure on X = [0, 1]. If we consider the function f (x) =
√

x,
then, by Remark 3, we know that f (x) ∈ K2

s,1 for s ∈ (0, 1/2]. Here, we let s = 1/2, so f (1) > m f (0).

By Theorem 1, through solving the equation (1− 0)

[
1−

(√
β−
√

2 f (0)
f (1)− f (0)

)2
]
= β, we obtain β = 0.5. Thus,

(S)
∫ 1

0
f 2dµ ≤ min{β, 1− 0} = 0.5.

A straightforward calculation shows that (S)
∫ 1

0 f 2dµ = 0.5. This also implies that the inequality

can get a good estimate of (S)
∫ 1

0 f 2dµ.

Example 3. Let µ be the Lebesgue measure on X = [1, 2]. If we consider the function f (x) = 1
x , then we

can see that f (x) is a convex function. That is, f (x) ∈ K2
s,m where s = m = 1. Therefore, f (2) < m f (1),
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and, by Theorem 2, through solving the equation (2− 1)
(√

β− f (1)
f (2)− f (1)

)
= β, we obtain β = 4− 2

√
3 = 0.5359.

Hence, we get the following estimate:

(S)
∫ 2

1
f 2dµ ≤ min{β, 2− 1} = 0.5359.

Example 4. Let µ be the Lebesgue measure on X = [−1, 1]. If we consider the function f (x) =|x|, then we
can see that f (x) is a convex function. That is, f (x) ∈ K2

s,m where s = m = 1. Therefore, f (1) = m f (−1), and,
by Remark 5, we obtain the following estimate:

(S)
∫ 1

−1
f 2dµ ≤ min{ f (−1), 1− (−1)} = 1.

Example 5. Let µ be the Lebesgue measure on X = [1, 4]. If we consider the function f (x) = x3/2, then we can
see that f (x) is a convex function. That is f (x) ∈ K2

s,m where s = m = 1. Thus, f (4) > m f (1). By Theorem 1,

through solving the equation (4−m · 1)
[

1−
(√

β−m21−s f (1)
f (4)− f (1)

)1/s
]
= β, we obtain β = 2.7216.

Therefore,

(S)
∫ 4

1
f 2dµ ≤ min{β, 4− 1} = 2.7216.

In Example 11 of Li et al. [24], they regarded f (x) = x3/2 as a general (1/3, 0, 3)-convex function,
and they then obtained the result (S)

∫ 4
1 f 2dµ ≤ 3. A straightforward calculation shows that

(S)
∫ 4

1 f 2dµ = 2.6212. This implies that the Sandor type inequalities constructed in this paper can

more accurately estimate the Sugeno integral (S)
∫ b

a f 2dµ with respect to (s,m)-convex functions in the
second sense.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we establish an upper approximation for the Sugeno fuzzy integral of (s,m)-convex
functions in the second sense based on classical Sendor type inequality, which is a useful tool for
estimating Sugeno integrals. The results obtained in Caballero and Sadarangani [25] are special cases
of this paper. In many applications, assumptions about the convexity of functions have interesting
qualitative implications in many fields such as economics, biology, industrial engineering, etc.
Fuzzy integrals were introduced by Sugeno in the early 1970s; they have since attracted the attention of
many scholars and have been applied in many areas. Thus, the study of the Sugeno fuzzy integral for
(s,m)-convex functions in the second sense is an important and interesting topic. In the future, we will
study other properties and inequalities related to this convex function under other fuzzy integrals,
such as the Choquet integral and the seminormed fuzzy integral.
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